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Aim. The study is aimed at generalization of the previous experimental results on the metal ion (Mg2+, Ni2+,

Cd2+) effects on conformation transitions in poly(rA)×poly(rU). The objective was to find out how the type of a 
metal ion-polynucleotide complex influences the phase transitions and to estimate the constants (K) of  ions
binding to polymers of different structures. Methods. The K values were obtained upon theoretical and
experimental transition temperature fitting by the least-square method with the root mean square deviation
minimized through the procedure of the gradient descent in the multidimensional space. Results. Calcula-
tions of diagrams with Mg2+ are shown to permit obtaining satisfactory results if concentration-
independent, mean values of constants are used. For Ni2+ and Cd2+  the concentration dependence of K must
be taken into account, especially for high ion contents at which compaction of single-stranded poly(rA)
emerges. It was revealed that the main factor responsible for the differences in diagrams with Ni2+ and Cd2+

is a significant distinction of their constants of binding to poly(rA) and poly(rU). Conclusions. The model
theory of equilibrium binding is capable to describe adequately conformation transitions in polynucleotides 
in the presence of metal ions.
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Introduction. By the present time, a great number of
studies on conformational transitions in double and
triple chains formed  by homopolynucleotides poly(rA) 
and poly(rU) in solutions with different metal ions
(Mg2+, Ni2+, Cd2+ and others) has been carried out, using 
a number of experimental methods (UV-, IR- and
VCD-spectroscopy) [1–10]. Dependences of duplex-
coil (AU«A + U, or 2«1), duplex-triplex (2AU«
A2U + A, or 2«3) and triplex-coil (A2U«A + 2U,
or 3«1) transitions, characterized by the melting tem-
perature (Tm) on ion concentrations, have been ascer-

tained. Therefore, it is of interest to consider possibi-
lities of applying existing model theories of helix-coil
transitions for describing the results obtained. This
permits to predict the transition character at different
ion concentrations and to determine the constants of 
ion-polymer binding.

In our previous works [1, 2], the equilibrium bin-
ding model [11] was successfully used for descri-
bing 2«1 transitions («melting») of heterogeneous
native DNA in the presence of biologically active
substances. With respect to the binding of monomeric
substances, in this case both DNA strands are equi-
valent after their separation. Nevertheless, upon the
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polymer binding to ions, mutual repulsion of the
cations bound and possible compaction of single-
stranded molecules have to be taken into account in the
presence of the ions mentioned.  The problem is more
complicated in the case of synthetic homopolynuc-
leotides forming three-stranded helices consisting of
purine and pyrimidine strands. In this case several
transition types (2«1, 3«2, 3«1) are possible. The
constants of ions binding to purine and pyrimidine
strands and dependences of these constants on the bin-
ding degree and temperature differ significantly.
Besides, the transition of polynucleotides into a com-
pact form is observed, followed with significant chan-
ges of the binding constants and  the precipitation of
compact particles. In particular, this process can pro-
vide an explanation for irreversibility of 2«3 transition 
in solution with Ni2+ [9]. All the stated require additio-
nal experimental and theoretical data on ion-polynuc-
leotide complexes in order to avoid ambiguity in
calculation results.

In the previous papers related to the Mg2+, Ni2+ and

Cd2+ complexes with AU and A2U the dependence of

binding constants on ions concentration  was not  taken

into account [1–8], the averaged values of constants K

were used, and the description was of the qualitative

character. 

In the present work an attempt is made for more ri-

gorous describing the experimental data for transi-

tions in polynucleotide structures formed by poly(rA)

and poly(rU) with Mg2+, Ni2+ and Cd2+. All the above

factors have been taken into consideration. 

Methods. Experimental dependences of melting

temperatures of polynucleotides in solutions with metal 

cations can be described theoretically by formulas ba-

sed on the model of the most probable distribution

[11–14]. At the same time the constants of ion binding

to polynucleotides of the appropriate structures can be

determined. More generally, formulas for transitions

are the following [3, 4]:
for 2®1 transition
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for 2®3 transition
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Here Tm is the melting temperature of the

appropriate  transition, T0 is the melting temperature at  
zero concentration of divalent cations, DHij is enthalpy
of the corresponding transition, R is the gas constant, Af

is the concentration of free cations in solution, and KA,
KU, KAU, KA2U are constants of the cation binding to the
polynucleotide of certain structure.

Besides, for simplification of calculations and for
greater visualization of the results, the formulas (1)–(3)
were rearranged to
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for 2®3 transition
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where dÒij = Tm – T0.
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As Tm » T0,  Bij = R × T0

2 / 2DHij was used in calcu-
lations. 

As is seen from the formulas (1)–(3) for Tm

calculations, the data are necessary on transition
enthalpies DHij and on ion binding constants being

functions of temperature and concentrations of the ions. 
The above formulas applied for describing expe-
rimental phase diagrams permit to determine K values
for polynucleotides of different structures and to ap-
preciate differences in the ion action. However, in a
general case the determination of correct values can be
ambiguous due to a great number of unknown para-

meters in the formulas (1)–(3). Therefore, some
literature data were used in our calculations using the
above formulas. 

Enthalpies of transitions DHij were taken from
experimental works of Stevens and Felsenfeld [15],
Krakauer [16], Klump [17]. However, if to take into

account the supposition that enthalpies of transitions in
homopolynucleotides are conditioned with the degree
of the chain disordering and, hence, the stacking failure
[18], these values are not dependent on the ion kinds.

DH values used (Table 1) are within dispersion of the
data obtained by different authors at Tm ~ (55–60) oC.

All initial parameters used in our calculations are pre-
sented in Table 1.

To determine the binding constants and their
concentration dependences, we used two approaches:

1. In the simplest case (the constants are not

dependent on ions concentration) the least-squares

method and the method of the gradient descent in

4-dimensional space [19] were used for calculations. At 

that constants varied up to the moment when the mean

square deviation of theoretical Tm values (1)–(3) from

the experimental ones

2. S K K K KA U AU A U( , , , )2 =

= - ®å
k

m fk m fkT A T A
theor

( ( ) ( )) min
exp

2                        (7)

took on the minimum value. k is index of the preset
experimental points.

Unfortunately, the method gave satisfactory results
only for Mg2+ ions for which concentration depen-
dences of binding constants were not be taken into
account. The reasons will be discussed below. For more 
precise calculations in the case of Ni2+ and Cd2+ ions  the 
dependence of ion binding constants on concentration
must be taken into account. 

2. Obtained by a differential UV spectroscopy
(DUVS) method, the experimental dependences of
binding constants K on the binding degree C [7, 8] were
re-calculated to the dependence of K on Af  with the
formula

                    K A
C

C A
f

f

( )
( )

,=
- ×1

                            (8)

substituting K(Af) in the formulas (4)–(6) and cor-
recting their values up to coincidence of the calculated
Tm with their experimental values. To smooth stochastic 
fluctuations of experimental points in diagrams, at first, 
we approximated them by cubic splines (solid curves in
Figs 1–3), and then (formulas (1)–(6)) were fitted to
points at these spline curves.

After this, the dependences of K on  Afk were defined 
more exactly (formulas (1)–(3)) by the least squares
method with the minimization of the mean square
declination 

S K N S K N S K NA C U C AU C( ( : ), ( ( : ), ( ( : ),1 1 1

S K N NA U C( ( : ( ))) min2 2 11 - ®®                               (9)
                            

by the method of the gradient descent in N-dimensional 
space [19]. Here N = 4·NC – N2®1 is the number of varied 
parameters, NC is the total number of Afk concentrations
in the diagram (Figs 1–3), N2®1 is concentrations num-
ber for 2®1 transition (N = 40 and N = 48 for AU with
Cd2+ and Ni2+, respectively) and S (…) is determined by
formula (7). In this case we used exact formulas (1)–
(3). Initial values of constants were taken from [3–10].
Obtained in this procedure, dependences of K on Afk 
(k = 1,…, NC  is the index of preset points) are presented

in Figs 4–6. 
It is seen that calculated T Am fktheor

( ) values coincide
with T Am fkexp

( )  preset on spline curves with a big ac-
curacy (see Figs 1, 2: black squares on solid spline
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Transition   DH, kcal/mol Bij, grad T0, K

2®1 9 12.1 332±1

3®1 12 9.6 332±1

2®3 4 25 332±1

Table 1
Parameters used in calculations of transition temperatures in
systems of poly(rA)×poly(rU) with cations



curves). The deviation of experimental Tm values from
calculated Tm on spline curves is about 1 K.  

Results and discussion. Analysis of calculated Tm

dependences on ion concentrations and their compa-
rison with the experimental data (Figs 1–3) permit to
ascertain principal factors determining forms of phase
diagrams for various ion types. First of all, as noted

above in the case of Mg2+ ions it is possible to calculate
diagrams by fixed constants independent on ion con-
centrations (Formulas (1)–(3)). This may be related to
the fact that Mg2+ ions (as well as Na+ and K+) bind only
to negative charges of phosphate groups, not inducing
compaction of polymeric molecules. In this case the
binding constants for all polynucleotide strands (single, 
double and triple ones) decrease with the rise of ion
concentrations, and ratios of these constants in formu-
las (4)–(6) keep about constant. Therefore, mean values 
of constants used in calculations (Table 2) describe ra-
ther well the phase diagram (Fig. 1).

 T2®3 value lowers and T3®1 increases with the ion
concentration rise. This calculation diagram agrees
well with the experimental data and is similar to those
for Na+ and K+ which also interact  only with charges of
phosphate groups. 

By the value order, Mg2+ binding constants (Table
2) agree with earlier values [4, 20] and describe Tm

dependences on Af for this system more precisely.
In contrast to Mg2+, more complicated concentrati-

on dependences of transition temperatures T3®1 and T2®3

are observed for Ni2+ and Cd2+ Besides, at Ni2+ con-
centration up to 10–3 M values of both T3®1 and T2®3
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increase that is both diagram branches are up-directed.
At higher Ni2+ concentrations light scattering is ob-
served, evidencing the initiation of polymer compac-
tion (presumably, of poly(rA)), and this prevents from
measurements by UV spectroscopy [3]. IR and VCD
spectroscopy applied [9] permitted to determine T2®3

and T3®1 values at Af corresponding to ~10–2 M Ni2+. At
this concentration KA is about 2×103  M–1 because  of the
ion binding to bases in compact particles. In this case

dT2®3 » –17 oC and dT3®1 » +10 oC are close to values for
Mg2+ (Fig. 2). It should be noted too that a higher
concentration of poly(rA)×poly(rU) (~10–2 M) shifts the
beginning of disproportion 2®3 transitions into the
region of higher concentrations. Unfortunately, in this
case correct Af calculations for Ni2+ are impossible
because of lack of the data on constants of the ion
binding to polynucleotides, especially taking into
account a possible compaction of poly(rA). Therefore,
Fig. 2 presents points s of 2®1 (Tm2®1) and 3®1 (Tm3®1) 
transitions at the total ion concentration 3 × 10–2 M and
Atot/P = 0.4, where P and Atot are a polymer content and
total Ni2+ concentration, respectively. The regions of
approximated Af values for corresponding transitions
are marked with horizontal lines. 

In contrast to Ni2+ ions, Cd2+ reduces temperatures
T2®3 and T3®1 (Fig. 3), at that T2®3 decreases especially
sharply [10]. Unlike data for Ni2+, those for Cd2+ ob-
tained in [10] (Fig.  3) characterize not the transition
temperatures but structural states of polynucleotides,
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namely 1) only single-stranded molecules – sss, 2)
triple-stranded ones + single-stranded  poly(rA) – sts,
3)  double-stranded molecules – sds. These states are
realized in appropriate concentration and temperature
regions. As seen from Figure, UV spectroscopic data on 
existence regions of double-, triple- and single-stranded 
structures correlate qualitatively with IR and VCD
spectroscopic findings. As in the case of Ni2+, it was
impossible to perform exact quantitative comparison of 
Af values obtained by UV and IR spectroscopy because
of high polynucleotide concentrations and molecule
compaction in the last method. In this case in theoretical 
calculations the concentration of free ions (Af) is ap-
proximate. The transition of poly(rA) molecules into
the compact state results in irreversibility of the
disproportional transition 2®3 [3, 10]. At least, in the
experiment period under cooling up to Tm ~ 20 oC the
equilibrium in the system practically does not change.
To clear up the reasons of such an essential difference
between diagrams with Ni2+ and Cd2+, it is necessary to
consider concentration dependences of binding cons-
tants of these ions to all three structures of polynuc-
leotides (KA, KU, KAU and KA2U). 

The least distinction between binding constants of
these ions is observed for the triple chain of polynuc-
leotides (KA2U). In this case only Coulomb interactions
of ions with negative charges of phosphate groups and
mutual ion repulsion are possible which decreases
binding constants upon the rise of the ion con-
centration in solution. Therefore, in the case of equal
ion charges, their KA2U constants are of identical con-
centration dependences within the limit of the calcula-
tion accuracy (Fig. 4). 

Unlike the above, the constants of ion binding to the 
double chain (KAU) differ highly essentially (Fig. 4).
The difference is conditioned with the possibility of the
ion binding to bases, mainly to N7 and, to a somewhat
lesser extent, to N1 of adenine, resulting in the forma-

tion of macrochelate with phosphate. In comparison
with Ni2+ ions, Cd2+ has higher affinity to these atoms.
As a result, KAU is greater than KA2U (Fig. 4) in spite of
the fact that the density of negative charges on the triple 
chain is higher. In this case, with concentrations from
10–5 M to 5×10–4 M Cd2+ interaction with phosphates AU
prevails and the binding is of the anticooperative
character. In 5×10–4–10–2 M Cd2+ interaction with nitro-
gen bases in compact poly(rA) dominates, and the
binding is of the cooperative character. As a result, the
dependence of KAU on Af goes through the minimum at
about Af = 5·10–4 Ì. This peculiarity of Cd2+ interaction
has an influence on the form of poly(rA)×poly(rU)
diagram and especially on the 2®3 transition character, 
as follows from the formula (6).

The main factor determining the differences of dia-
grams for Ni2+ and Cd2+ is binding of these ions to sin-
gle-stranded polynucleotides poly(rA) and poly(rU),
especially to the polyadenylic chain ordered at the gi-
ven temperature. 

As noted earlier, in the case of Cd2+ the formation of 
macrochelate complexes and subsequent compaction of 
the polymer take place at a significantly lower
concentration of ions than that for Ni2+. Besides, Cd2+

binding constant KA is noticeably higher than that for
Ni2+ (Fig. 5) and reaches 1.5×104 M–1 in the region of the
molecule compaction. This value is significantly higher 
than KAU and KA2U. Such a high constant used in
calculations agrees well with KA value [8] obtained
earlier at the high degree of the binding site occupation
(C ~ 1), using DUVS method. Distinctions between KA

calculated and obtained by UV-spectroscopy method at 
low ion concentrations are caused by the fact that cal-
culations provide  the total value of constants, eva-
luating the sum of all the binding types (to phosphates
and bases) while DUVS method records only binding to 
polymer bases. It follows from the formulae (5) and (6)
that upon such a significant increase of KA   the values
dT3®1 and dT2®3 have to lower sharply (Fig. 3).

An additional contribution into forms of calculated
diagrams are made by differences in the constants of
Ni2+ and Cd2+ binding to poly(rU) (Fig. 6). As shown
earlier [7], Ni2+ induces no changes in DUV spectra of
poly(rU), and this is an evidence of its binding only to
negative charges on oxygen atoms of phosphate gro-
ups. Because of Coulomb ion repulsion upon the

KA KU KAU KA2U

264 170 282 774

Table 2
Values of cation-polyribonucleotide binding constants, obtained
by least-squares method for experimental phase diagram with
Mg2+ (concentration dependences of constants were not taken 
into account)



binding site occupation, KU value decreases.  As shown
in [10], unlike Ni2+ ions, Cd2+ binds additionally to po-
ly(rU) bases, forming chelate complexes and ordering
poly(rU) molecule. KU used in calculations (Fig. 6)
agrees with values obtained in our experiments.

Conclusions. 1. Calculated concentration depen-
dences of Mg2+, Ni2+ and Cd2+ binding constants with
polynucleotides permitted to explain the behavior of
temperatures of 3®1 and 2®3 conformational transi-
tions in phase diagrams of poly(rA)×poly(rU) comple-
xes with these ions. 

2. Mg2+ ion effect on conformational transitions
may be described by mean values of constants not de-
pending on the concentration. In the case of Ni2+ and
Cd2+ the concentration dependence of constants has to
be taken into account. 

3. Differences in ion effects on conformational
transitions are mainly determined by the values of con-
stants for the ion binding to single-stranded poly(rA)
and poly(rU).

4. Induced by Ni2+ and Cd2+ ions, compaction of sin- 
gle-stranded structures has a significant influence on
the phase equilibrium in the systems studied. This ef-
fect may condition irreversibility of some transitions
upon the temperature changes. 

5. The values of binding constants are conditioned
by interactions with both phosphate groups and adenine 
N7 and N1, and uracil N3 atoms.

Þ. Ï. Áëà ãîé, C. Î. ªãó ïîâ, ª. Ë. Óñåí êî,  Ã. O. Ãëàä ÷åí êî, 
B. Î. Ñî ðîê³í

Çàñ òî ñó âàí íÿ ìî äåë³ ð³âíî âàæ íî ãî çâ’ÿ çó âàí íÿ äî àíàë³çó 

êîí ôîð ìàö³éíèõ ïå ðå õîä³â ó êîì ïëåê ñàõ poly(rA)×poly(rU)

ç ³îíà ìè ìå òàë³â

Ðå çþ ìå

Ìåòà. Ðî áî òó ïðè ñâÿ ÷å íî óçà ãàëü íåí íþ îò ðè ìà íèõ ðàí³øå åê -
ñïå ðè ìåí òàëü íèõ ðå çóëü òàò³â ùîäî âïëè âó ³îí³â ìå òàë³â
(Mg2+, Ni2+ ³ Cd2+) íà êîí ôîð ìàö³éí³ ïå ðå õî äè â poly(rA)×po-
ly(rU). Ìåòà ðî áî òè ïî ëÿ ãà ëà ó ç’ÿ ñó âàíí³ âïëè âó òèïó êîì -
ïëåê ñó ³îíà ìå òà ëó ç ïîë³íóê ëå î òè äîì íà âèä ôà çî âî ãî ïå ðå õî -
äó ³ âèç íà ÷åíí³ êîí ñòàíò ¿õíüî ãî çâ’ÿ çó âàí íÿ (Ê)  ç ïîë³ìå ðà ìè
ð³çíî¿ ñòðóê òó ðè. Ìå òî äè. Âå ëè ÷è íè Ê âèç íà ÷à ëè ï³äãîí êîþ
òå î ðå òè÷ íî ðîç ðà õî âà íèõ çíà ÷åíü òåì ïå ðà òóð ïå ðå õîä³â äî
åê ñïå ðè ìåí òàëü íèõ çà ìå òî äîì íà é ìåí øèõ êâàä ðàò³â ç ì³í³ì³- 
çàö³ºþ ñå ðåä íüîê âàä ðà òè÷ íî ãî â³äõè ëåí íÿ ìå òî äîì ãðàä³ºíò-
íîãî ñïóñ êó â áà ãà òî âèì³ðíî ìó ïðî ñòîð³. Ðå çóëü òà òè. Ðîç ðà -
õóí êè ôà çî âèõ ä³àã ðàì çà ïðè ñóò íîñò³ ³îí³â Mg2+ ïî êà çà ëè
ìîæ ëèâ³ñòü îäåð æàí íÿ çà äîâ³ëüíèõ ðå çóëü òàò³â ïðè âè êî ðèñ -
òàíí³ ïîñò³éíèõ, íå çà ëåæ íèõ â³ä êîí öåí òðàö³¿ ñå ðåäí³õ çíà -
÷åíü êîí ñòàíò. Ó ðàç³  Ni2+ ³ Cd2+ òàê³ çà ëåæ íîñò³ ìà þòü áóòè 
âðà õî âàí³, îñîá ëè âî â ìåæ àõ âå ëè êèõ êîí öåí òðàö³é ³îí³â, äå

â³äáó âàºòüñÿ êîì ïàê òè çàö³ÿ îä íîíèò ÷àñ òî¿  poly(rA).
Âñòà íîâ ëå íî, ùî â³äì³íí³ñòü ä³àã ðàì ç Ni2+ ³ Cd2+ îá óìîâ ëå íà
çíà÷ íîþ ð³çíè öåþ ó ¿õí³õ êîí ñòàí òàõ çâ’ÿ çó âàí íÿ ç poly(rA) òà
poly(rU). Âèñ íîâ êè. Îòðè ìàí³ ðå çóëü òà òè ñâ³ä÷àòü ïðî ìîæ -
ëèâ³ñòü óñï³øíî ãî îïè ñó êîí ôîð ìàö³éíèõ ïå ðå õîä³â ó ïîë³íóê -
ëå î òè äàõ çà ïðè ñóò íîñò³ ³îí³â ìå òàë³â ïðè âè êî ðèñ òàíí³
ìî äåëü íî¿ òåîð³¿ ð³âíî âàæ íî ãî çâ’ÿ çó âàí íÿ.  

Êëþ ÷îâ³ ñëî âà: ôà çîâ³ ä³àã ðà ìè, êîí ôîð ìàö³éí³ ïå ðå õî äè,
³îíè ìå òàë³â, poly(rA), poly(rU), poly (rA)×poly(rU).  

Þ. Ï. Áëà ãîé, C. A. Åãó ïîâ, E. Ë. Óñåí êî,  Ã. O. Ãëàä ÷åí êî, 
B. A. Ñî ðî êèí

Ïðè ìå íå íèå ìî äå ëè ðàâ íî âåñ íî ãî ñâÿ çû âà íèÿ äëÿ àíà ëè çà 

êîí ôîð ìà öè îí íûõ ïå ðå õî äîâ â êîì ïëåê ñàõ poly(rA)×poly(rU) 

ñ èî íà ìè ìå òàë ëîâ

Ðåçþìå

Öåëü. Ðà áî òà ïî ñâÿ ùå íà îá îá ùå íèþ ïî ëó ÷åí íûõ ðà íåå ýêñ ïå -
ðè ìåí òàëü íûõ ðå çóëü òà òîâ ïî âëè ÿ íèþ èî íîâ ìå òàë ëîâ (Mg2+,
Ni2+, Cd2+) íà êîí ôîð ìà öè îí íûå ïå ðå õî äû â poly(rA)×poly(rU).
Öåëü ðà áî òû – âû ÿñ íèòü, êàê òèï êîì ïëåê ñà èîíà ìå òàë ëà ñ
ïî ëè íóê ëå î òè äîì  âëè ÿ åò íà âèä ôà çî âî ãî ïå ðå õî äà, è îïðå äå -
ëèòü êîí ñòàí òû ñâÿ çû âà íèÿ (Ê) èî íîâ ñ ïî ëè ìå ðà ìè ðàç ëè÷ íîé 
ñòðóê òó ðû. Ìå òî äû.  Çíà ÷å íèÿ Ê îïðå äå ëÿ ëè ïîä ãîí êîé òå î -
ðå òè ÷åñ êè âû ÷èñ ëåí íûõ çíà ÷å íèé òåì ïå ðà òóð ïå ðå õî äîâ ê ýêñ -
ïå ðè ìåí òàëü íûì ïî ìå òî äó íà è ìåíü øèõ êâàä ðà òîâ ñ ìèíè-
ìè çà öè åé ñðåä íåê âàä ðà òè÷ íî ãî îò êëî íå íèÿ ìå òî äîì ãðà äè-
åí òíî ãî ñïóñ êà â ìíî ãî ìåð íîì ïðî ñòðà íñòâå. Ðå çóëü òà òû.
Ðàñ ÷å òû ôà çî âûõ äè àã ðàìì â ïðè ñó òñòâèè Mg2+ ïî êà çà ëè âîç -
ìîæ íîñòü ïî ëó ÷å íèÿ óäîâ ëåò âî ðè òåëü íûõ ðå çóëü òà òîâ ïðè
èñ ïîëü çî âà íèè ïî ñòî ÿí íûõ, íå çà âè ñÿ ùèõ îò êîí öåí òðà öèè
ñðåä íèõ çíà ÷å íèé êîí ñòàíò. Â ñëó ÷àå  Ni2+ è Cd2+ ýòó çà âè ñè -
ìîñòü íóæ íî ó÷è òû âàòü, îñî áåí íî â îá ëàñ òè áîëü øèõ êîí öåí -
òðà öèé èî íîâ, ãäå ïðî èñ õî äèò êîì ïàê òè çà öèÿ îä íîíèò ÷à òîé
poly(rA). Óñòà íîâ ëå íî, ÷òî îò ëè ÷èå â äè àã ðàì ìàõ ñ Ni2+ è Cd2+

îá óñëîâ ëå íî ñó ùåñ òâåí íûì ðàç ëè ÷è åì èõ êîí ñòàíò ñâÿ çû âà -
íèÿ ñ poly(rA) è poly(rU).  Âû âî äû. Ïî ëó ÷åí íûå ðå çóëü òà òû
ñâèäå ò åëüñòâó þò î âîç ìîæ íîñ òè óñïåø íî ãî îïè ñà íèÿ êîí -
ôîð ìà öè îí íûõ ïå ðå õî äîâ â ïî ëè íóê ëå î òè äàõ â ïðè ñó òñòâèè
èî íîâ ìå òàë ëîâ ñ ïî ìîùüþ ìî äåëü íîé òå î ðèè ðàâ íî âåñ íî ãî
ñâÿ çû âà íèÿ.

Êëþ ÷å âûå ñëî âà: ôà çî âûå äè àã ðàì ìû, êîí ôîð ìà öè îí íûå
ïå ðå õî äû, èîíû ìå òàë ëîâ, poly(rA), poly(rU), poly (rA)×poly(rU). 
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